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There are SO many tools out there to help you grow your business, it can feel overwhelming trying to 
decide! As your time and money are your most precious resources, it’s important to be as efficient as 
possible so that you can focus on what you’re most passionate about in your business!

Here are my favorites for you to check out--and 80% of them are free or have a free version!
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This was the very first investment I made in my first business. 
Using it, I'm actually excited to send invoices and I can track 
my time and expenses with ease! As my team and number of 
clients have grown, Freshbooks has continued to play a pivotal 
role in our daily business. They offer great support, too.

This project management tool has been essential for keeping 
things organized and on track, whether I’m working by myself 
or remotely with my team. I can trace my productivity to my 
consistency with this tool.

I run all of my email addresses with the Gmail backend, and I 
integrate my Basecamp, Calendly, and all personal calendars 
in Google Calendar. Easy-to-use and look at, synced to my 
phone, and nothing gets missed.

I LOVE this tool for scheduling calls with clients and anyone 
who wants space on my calendar! No more time wasted with 
the back-and-forth availability questions via email.

A great entry-level tool for building and managing your email 
list. Easy drag-and-drop design and templates to simplify the 
process.

*FREE or there’s a FREE version!
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Christine McAlister is a multi-passionate, animal-obsessed entrepreneur and 
mentor who’s passionate about helping high-achieving, motivated women start and 
grow their own online businesses based around their dreams and unique gifts.

After a decade as an entrepreneur, starting 3 successful businesses, Christine After a decade as an entrepreneur, starting 3 successful businesses, Christine 
founded Life With Passion in the wake of losing her daughter, Maeve. The mission 
of her work is to support women worldwide in pursuing their dreams. She believes 
that no matter what you’ve been through, it’s possible not only to survive, but to 
thrive and to do what you’re called to do in a way that serves the world.

Learn more about Christine at LifeWithPassion.com
Join her Facebook group for free support

W ho’s Christine?
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I often use this to find instrumental music to match the 
mood of the type of work I need to do. I’m also currently 
using it to re-share my Periscopes!

I’ve connected with my audience for free via my business 
Facebook page and private Facebook group, and have had 
great success with Facebook’s highly-customizable adver-
tising tool.

I LOVE connecting with people in real-time through live 
streaming video (Facebook Live is also a great option for 
this) and it’s a fantastic resource for generating content! 

After building websites for years using Wordpress, I was 
thrilled with the simplicity and elegant design of Square-
space. It’s very inexpensive, responsive, and has tons of 
support forums where you can find answers to just about 
any customization you desire.

It’s important to develop simple landing pages for your 
ads, and Leadpages is my favorite tool. Great templates 
and metrics take the guesswork out of design and what’s 
working.

*FREE or there’s a FREE version!
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